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TAPERED / 

FOOT BUSHING 

A FOR USE AS FREE-STANDING.
STATIONARY SHELVING: 

Before assembly, lay out storage area according 
to desired configuration. "T", "L" or "U" con
figurations may be used. 
Insert the tapered foot bushing into the bottom 
of each post. Seat securely by tapping with a 
rubber mallet. Screw the adjustable foot 
levelers into each bushing. After assembly, 
stand unit upright and adjust the foot levelers 
as required. 
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STEP 1. 
First perform "A", "B" or "C" 
according to the style you have 
selected. NOTE: Unit is erected 
from bottom shelf up. Posts ere 
grooved and numbered in 1 · · in
crements. (Number shown is ap
proximate height of shelf from 
floor not including casters. I 

STEP 2. 
Select the height of lowest shelf. 

- RUBBER BUMPER

STEM CASTER 

B FOR USE WITH STEM CASTERS: 
Slip rubber wheel bumpers over the bot· 

tom of each post. Push swivel stem casters into 
bottom of each post. Seat securely. (Note: 
Tapered foot bushing and levelers are not re
Quired when using stem casters.I 
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SPLIT SLEEVE 

STEP 5. 
Stand lowest sheN on its side. Insert 
posts from bottom into all four corners 
so the split sleeves lit inside each cor
ner. Stand unit upright. 

STEP 6. 
At each corner, push shelf firmly down 
onto split sleeve. If necessary for a 
snug fit, tap,corner lighTlv with a rub
ber mallet. 

STEP 7. 
Select h4'ight of next lower shelf. 
Repeat Steps 3-6 for the remaining 
shelves. NOTE: In lieu of step 5, do the 
following. Slide shelf onto posts at 111 
tour corners so the split sleeves lit in
side each corner. 
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C FOR USE WITH DOLLY BASE:

Attach plate casters. to dolly base w 
hardware provided. Insert the taptned le 
bushing into the bottom of each post as sho· 
in i llustration "A". Seat securely by tapp, 
with a rubber maUet. Remove the assemr 
bolts, washers and nuts from each corner of 1 
dolly base. Line up the shc!ving posts with t 
4 corner hole� on the dolly base. From the b< 
tom side of the base. insert bolt and washer 
into bushing. Tighten securely. 

RIDGE 

STEP 3. 
tiold one haN of split sleeve against post with wic 
end down. Fit "ridge" inside the split sleeve ir 
groove and snap sPlit sleeve on. Then snap on t 
other matching half of the sleeve. 

STEP 4. 
Repeat Step 3 at the same height for each of 
other three posts. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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